New Fair Trade Gifts

Glass T-lite Holder
Glitter-painted flower patterning Hand painted.
6cm x 6cm.
£4.50

Ceramic T-lite Holder Animals
One each of elephant, cat and tortoise in wooden presentation box. Hand painted. Colours and fragrances may vary.
Presentation box: 13cm x 5cm x 4cm.
Ceramic holders each approx: 2.5cm x 5cm x 3.5cm
G100039  £4.50

Glass T-lite Holder Mosiac
Colour may vary slightly.
Hand decorated.
6.5cm x 6.5cm
G100038  £4.50

Ceramic T-lite Holder Mini Animals
One each of elephant, cat and tortoise in wooden presentation box. Hand painted. Colours and fragrances may vary.
Presentation box: 7cm x 7cm x 3cm.
Ceramic holders are approx 3-4cm long,
1.5cm tall and 2cm wide
G100040  £3.50
Mini Soap Jars
Fair Trade eco friendly Mini Soap Jar containing mini flower shaped soaps.
Ingredients: Sodium palmate, Sodium cocoate, sodium palm kernelate, Aqua, Glycerin, Sodium ricebranate, parfum, cymbopogon citrarius leaf oil, citrus aurantium dulcis oil, mentha piperita oil, olea europaea fruit oil, tocopheryl acetate, iron oxide, charcoal powder.
£8.75

Peace GI00045
Label features peace quote “Peace is not something you wish for, it’s something you make, something you do, something you are and something you give away” – Robert Fulghum and “All we are saying is give peace a chance” – John Lennon

Joy GI00044
Label features quote “To get the full value of a joy you must have somebody to divide it with” – Mark Twain

Luck GI00046
Label features lucky friend quote “A best friend is like a four leaf clover, hard to find and lucky to have” – Sarah Jessica Parker
T-lite Lantern

Fair trade, metal framed tea light lantern with painted glass and cut-out design. Opens at one side on a hinge and is held shut with sliding pin. Can be used free-standing or hanging. For use with tea lights only, tea light not included.
Dimensions: 22cm X 7cm X 7cm.
Hanging length 270mm.
£14.00

Yellow GI00043

Blue GI00042

Multi Coloured GI00041
Each patterned pane of glass is a different colour: purple, blue, green, yellow.

More Fair Trade gifts Available at www.MUeshop.org
Papier Mache Bird Bell Decoration
Hand crafted by artisans in Kashmir.
Assorted designs. 1 supplied.
This is not a toy, not suitable for children
Size approx 5cm x 5cm x 2.5cm.
Full hanging length 20cm
£2.75

Pink GI00050
Green GI00049
Blue GI00051

Our Mission: To improve the livelihoods of disadvantaged people in developing countries, benefiting local community projects and keeping alive traditional skills that would otherwise be lost.

Our policy is to provide quality, design-led products, not just to those who are already aware of Fair Trade principles. With Fair Trade sales showing no sign of slowing, more and more employment is being provided for artisans in developing countries, many of who would otherwise be out of work. At a time when global conflict seems also on the increase, Shared Earth’s partnerships with producers are an invaluable way of building bridges, showing that people can work together for mutual benefit, no matter what their race, religion or culture.

About Shared Earth

Fair Trade Products sourced by the supplier
Shared Earth